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Knowledge management forms the basis for an effective and ef-
ficient innovation management. In line with the Basic Model of
Knowledge Management this involves the interaction between
three different levels: a project level, a knowledge level and a data
level. The incorporation in the innovation process must be sup-
ported on different levels by using modern information and com-
munication tools. As far as products and services are concerned
it may well take several years from knowledge development to a
response from the target market. Organizing this process is one
of the tasks of professional innovation management. Effective
innovation management steers the process from knowledge de-
velopment to realization and commercial exploitation of the re-
sults. Collected experiences have been presented in the Knowledge
Management handbook published this year.



Nowadays, businesses operate in a rapidly changing and demanding
world which is dictated by a competitive market. As a result, the business
environment is changing dramatically on a global scale. The business
environment of today is characterized by rapid scientific and technolog-
ical progress, extreme reductions in product life-cycles, dynamic mar-
ket changes, growing competition, complexity of business environment,
development of information technologies, ecology, the emergence and
establishment of new industrial countries, communication networking,
globalization of the world market, change of personal values etc. It goes
without saying that during the past  years, the process of permanently
adjusting businesses to the environment has been reflected in the de-
velopment of management theory which pursued solutions that would
ensure the constant growth and development of a business (Willfort
). Enterprises are facing the challenge of grabing the attention of
customers who are flooded by similar products which they expect to be
cheap on the one hand, but of high-quality on the other. It is, there-
fore, crucial that product marketing is well-timed. In order to develop
a product, a systematic approach needs to be taken, which ensures a
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company’s integrated competitive advantage. Product development in
an enterprise does not merely refer to meeting time schedules but also to
providing suitable product quality and managing the costs of its devel-
opment and manufacture. Set objectives can be achieved by applying any
of the methods available such as the  (Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis),  (Fault Tree Analysis), the  method,  (Qual-
ity Function Deployment), i. e. the House of Quality, value analysis, si-
multaneous engineering, knowledge management etc. (Leber ). To
survive against fierce competition governing tough world markets, busi-
nesses have to update their scientific and technological achievements
and introduce state-of-the-art technologies – resulting in enhanced au-
tomated and computer-aided operations – and, eventually, adopt new
product management principles such as just in time and total quality
management. However, the mere introduction of modern technologies
is insufficient as such, because any company must survive in this era of
unimaginable scientific and technological progress intensified by global
competition.

   

 

st century innovation dynamics will significantly influence develop-
ment through the following factors:

• rapid marketplace changes together with the globalization process,

• shorter product life cycles,

• individualization of customers’ needs,

• emergence of new forms of businesses,

• technological progress, in particular in the area of innovation tech-
nologies.

Innovation technologies conditioned by these factors will be the key
concept of a company’s future management. Companies’ capacities are
limited and this is why outsourcing is being integrated into in-house
innovative processes and thus gained importance. The growing com-
plexity of tasks using innovative components requires innovation cul-
ture and innovation management to become harmonized. This can be
truly beneficial in view of the organizational, economic and technical as-
pects (Wissensmanagement Forum ). The innovation management
market is a market of both product and process innovation. These are
developed by adopting the project approach and present-day methods
such as the  (Failure Modes and Effects Analysis),  (the House
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Competitive advantage protects the survival
of a company

Innovation is the engine for the emergence and
protection of competitive advantage

Knowledge is the basis for innovation

  Knowledge as the basis for achieving competitive advantage
(Leber et al. )

of Quality),  (Theory of Innovative Problem Solving), project man-
agement, value analysis, the  method, benchmarking,  (Man-
aging the Integration of New Technologies), knowledge management,
 (Business Development Using New Technologies) as well as other
creative ways of problem-solving through planning and projecting tech-
niques.

In developed countries, innovation management has increasingly
been gaining importance in companies across industries as well as in
commercial businesses. In line with this process, more and more signif-
icance has been attached to knowledge which is useful for the process
of creating an organization’s value and crucial to the implementation of
innovative management methods (fig. ).

The growing complexity of tasks with innovation-components re-
quires the innovation culture and innovation management to become
harmonized. As such, they can be truly beneficial in view of the organi-
zational, economic and technical aspects. The basic strategy of provid-
ing innovation management services is to define innovation as a crucial
combination between the novelty, processes, and results, which eventu-
ally take the form of a new product, procedure, or service. There are four
steps leading to the final result (Leber ):

. Generation of ideas

. Testing of ideas

. Implementation of ideas

. Evaluation of ideas

    

The impetus for innovation projects can come from two different sources
(fig. ): unplanned innovation which occurs directly in day-to-day busi-
ness activities and is often the incremental result of a new customer
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  Different innovation activities in a company (Leber et al. )

project; and planned innovation which actively utilises the knowledge
resources available to the company in developing new value-creating
projects.

Periodic innovation checks serve to analyse the status of a company’s
core competence tree, as well as relevant trends and developments in its
environment. The results can then be used to develop or modify an in-
novation strategy and define the scope and aims of innovation projects.
In practice, it has proved effective to split an innovation process/project
into the following phases:

• Developing ideas

• Testing ideas

• Realising ideas

• Exploiting ideas

The development phase focuses on applying creativity methods (e. g.
brainstorming) to identify or unlock creative potential. The most promis-
ing ideas (success rate approx. %) are then filtered out in the testing
phase. The ideas should now be researched in detail to ensure they are
not already covered by existing intellectual property rights. New knowl-
edge can by protected by strategic patenting (Willfort ).

Promising ideas that pass the testing phase are then developed in the
subsequent realisation phase. Project management knowledge logistics,
business planning and innovation marketing activities are all key ele-
ments in this phase. In the exploitation phase, the new products, services
or licences must be turned quickly into profits.
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Knowledge management forms the basis for an effective and efficient
innovation management. In line with the Basic Model of Knowledge
Management (Wissensmanagement Forum ), this involves the in-
teraction between three different levels. The project level must be clearly
structured into the four innovation phases described above. The experts
(with their professional and methodological knowledge and social skills)
are located on the knowledge level and communicate directly with the
project level. All the data and documents relevant to innovation are col-
lected at the data level. These can be made available throughout the inno-
vation process using modern information and communication tools. A
smooth integration between the knowledge and data levels is a key factor
for successful innovation projects.

    

Innovation means renewal and change, but in today’s business world it
has come to mean the development of new corporate services, prod-
ucts, processes and structures. The development and application of new
knowledge is the basis for innovation, emphasising the strong links be-
tween innovation and knowledge.

The core competence of a company can be divided into several levels
(fig. ). Activities at a knowledge domain level focus on the continued
development of the core knowledge domains. In general, this involves
a variety of different knowledge holders and can also include external
knowledge domains and expertise from cooperation partners. By com-
bining the factors of production (including knowledge) a development
of core competences, core products and, ultimately, end products is pos-
sible. In other words, returns are generated from any knowledge created.

This can be a long process and it may well take several years from
knowledge development to a response from the target market for the
products and services. Organising this process is one of the tasks of
professional innovation management. Effective innovation management
steers the process from knowledge development to realisation and com-
mercial exploitation of the results.

The market therefore acts as an external evaluator of innovation and
knowledge management. An internal evaluation can be carried out by
visualising the development of the company’s core competences and cul-
ture in form of a core competence tree. Ideally, the core competence tree
should be constructed in such a way that the same knowledge can be
used to realise a number of different customer solutions (Willfort and
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  Innovation management turns knowledge into profit (Willfort )

Wohinz ). Individual customer demands and requirements can be
taken into consideration through customisation and diversification at an
end product level. This can only really be achieved by focusing on a stan-
dardised, modular range of core products. Many companies neglect this
factor and are instead forced to invest heavily in new development to
meet customer orders.



Businesses aspiring to have a competitive edge in today’s world markets
must go for the principle of achieving business excellence. Of course, this
requires flexibility but it also enables a rapid response to changing situ-
ations and an adjustment to evolving customers’ requirements. Fierce
competition among bidders, being the result of fast scientific and tech-
nical progress connected with an extraordinarily efficient growth, places
customers within the focus of producers’ attention. In addition, when
developing a new product or streamlining the existing one, there is often
a lack of cooperation between technical and marketplace areas. When of-
fers are being prepared, the product is often dealt with separately. Conse-
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  The use of  methods (Leber )

Method Slovenia Germany

Conjoint analysis . 

  

  

o  –

  

Value analysis  

Target costing . 

  

  

Delphi  –

  Main fields of  methods’ potential

Increasing customer satisfaction %

Reducing fault costs %

Shortening of development time %

Practicability of knowledge %

quently, production fails to be cost effective, delivery times are exceeded,
and orders are no longer placed.

In , an opinion poll about the knowledge and practicability
of innovation and quality management was conducted in  Slovene
businesses (Leber ). The results were compared to the findings of
an opinion poll conducted in  for Germany by  Institute re-
searchers from Aachen (table ).

Table  shows the fields having  methods’ potential according to
Slovene businesses.

Generally speaking, Slovene businesses do not tend to create com-
petitive advantages through the development and manufacture of new
products with environmentally-friendly attributes and innovative com-
ponents (Bastič ). Although the number of companies with , ,
,  and other certificates is increasing, their policy is to seek the
competitive advantage by striking the most favourable balance between
benefit and a new project price. Interestingly, the survey reveals that busi-
nesses in transitional countries tend to develop their competitive advan-
tage by reducing prices rather that developing new innovative products
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and production processes. Therefore, their added value significantly lags
behind that created by developed  countries. This can be attributed
mainly to obsolete technological equipment and the excessive costs of
raw materials, components and energy which these businesses have to
supply. If Slovene companies are to boost added value, they should in-
vest in new methods of innovative and knowledge management. More-
over, they should train their personnel for the implementation of these
methods. By applying the relevant principles, they will be able to capi-
talize on their own potential and integrate innovative components into
their products, as well as streamlining their operations. Naturally, suc-
cessful and sound businesses will invest in new technologies that will
enable minimal use of raw materials, components and energy for the
production of the existing or new products.
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